
Chapter 8-4  8/20/2022
It’s very Hot in August! 

It’s sweltering at the beginning of August, but it rained on the first day this year, 
which might be a good sign. The Gnome Almanac clearly states that rain is a good 
sign for GRASS to Grow fast. It also says that underground tunnels should be very 
dry because the grass will suck up all the water that comes down from God’s sky. 
The Fairies are happy that the rain comes down to COOL everything off, but the 
unicorns kind of go a little nutty & not listen to the fairies. The rain starts falling 
about 3 or 4 am and then stops until Lunch time because the fairies are sleeping 
then. 

One day, it was sweltering, and the fairies and their Unicorns were working in the 
tunnels; as they approached a curve, they spotted a huge fat female spider walking 
toward them. They immediately stopped all
movement so as not to scare the spider, as the
spider has very sensitive legs and feet. They
knew it was a spider that could hatch, and baby
spiders could be Born inside the tunnels, and
they weren’t going to want to get in the way of
that because hundreds of baby spiders would
be everywhere in the tunnels. These babies

would be looking for
their mommy, and
the tunnels are not
that big; they really needed to get this spider above the 
tunnels and in the open air. So they lined up, blocking 
the tunnel to the Tree and re-rooting the spider down 
another path. Slowly the mom spider went down that 
alternate path leading out of the Tunnels and into the 
grasses area. The fairies were so happy. The unicorns 

didn’t care, but they were glad to return to work.
The fairies continued towards the center island.
The sun was setting, and the Unicorns were getting
hungry, so they headed back to the tree. The fairies
fed the unicorns their meal with plenty of “bark
butter.” Then they headed off to their rooms when
three fairies came running back, saying something



was in their beds. The Mommy spider found the small fairy house and was sleeping 
across their beds.  

Now, the Gnomes had already gone to work in
the tunnels at night, so the fairies couldn’t get
them to help get the spider out of the tiny
house. They did send a fairy & a Unicorn to let
them know a Mommy Spider was IN their
small cabin and to think about what they
might be able to do after work. It was funny
because a Gnome had talked to a GUY in
Florida, and he mentioned that they might
need some spiders because of all the bugs.
About 2 hours later, gnomes returned and said
they needed a way to put this mommy spider
to sleep. 
A plan was in the making……. The fairies took
a blanket they kept for their unicorns and used the “Magic of the Fairies” 
(dust…..) Then they snuck into the small cabin and covered the mommy spider 
with the blanket covered in Fairy dust. The gnomes then gently carried that spider 
out to the BOX they built so they could travel on the "back of a GOOSE" that had 
a cold! He couldn’t honk all the way to Florida because that might wake up the 
mommy spider. The journey was challenging, but they made it in and delivered the 
MOMMY spider to a lovely building called “the Tower of terror” at Disney Land. A
week later, that spider had at least 200 new spiders. The spiders all now live in 
Disney Land Tower of Terror.
The gnomes got a nice reward to…… more Meals for their special animals and the 

Unicorns.


